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DUGALLY OBERFELD

southern california

Dugally Oberfeld redefines grandeur. Internationally

recognized, the firm has become synonymous with

exacting standards. Catering to the rich and famous,

founder Aleck Dugally, along with sons Matt and Mark,

and partner Mauricio Oberfeld, claim almost as high a

profile as the celebrities and entrepreneurs for whom

they build. Their projects’ classic style could be inspired

by a Tuscan villa or a French château, or be in Miami

contemporary, yet all are tailored to the owner’s taste.

Matt Dugally points out that the firm’s clients appreciate

“having the best” regardless of whether the home is

meant as simply a sanctuary or a reflection of a lifetime

of achievement. Building great homes in spectacular

settings starts at the front end, he says. Relationships

with craftsmen, affiliates and employees are highly

valued. Together they all methodically work through each

step of what could otherwise be a complex process.

Dugally Oberfeld clients, however, never feel the

challenge. “We make it seamless. The integration is

already built in,” says Aleck Dugally. On the back end,

maintenance contracts and concierge referral services

help clients meet the logistical requirements of managing

an estate. For clients whose expectations run high,

Dugally Oberfeld sets an extraordinarily refined table.

The careful blend of stone, stucco and tile contribute to the Mission style of this spectacular estate. Tucked in the mountains, it evokes an almost spiritual quality. BUILT-IN SERENITY



CALM AND QUIET, AN OPEN-AIR ATRIUM CREATES A ZEN-LIKE CENTER WITHIN THE HOME.

DUGALLY OBERFELD
THE ENTERTAINER Granite countertops, beam ceilings and hardwoods throughout combine to create a casual elegance in this gourmet kitchen designed for serious entertaining.
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Carved banisters, a double staircase and handmade tapestries provide a majestic framework for this formal entryway. GRAND ENTRANCE 

DUGALLY OBERFELD
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THIS BATHROOM BOASTS A BARREL VAULTED CEILING WITH VENETIAN PLASTER.


